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The wireless supply story
Wireless Supply is a manufacturer of cable and components for the wireless communications industry.
Our company has been providing high-quality products for the DAS and small cell markets since 2015.
However, the expertise at Wireless Supply goes back much farther, spanning decades.
Jeﬀ Hall, one of the company’s founders and General Manager, has been involved in the
telecommunications industry for 38 years, the only industry he’s worked in since graduating from college.
“I was around before cell phones were commercially available and even worked with the original cell
phone manufacturers,” Hall said. “When cell phones ‘turned on’ in 1983, I was a part of it!”
This experience and dedication are apparent in what Wireless Supply brings to its customers, focusing on
quality, solving challenges, and remaining an agile organization.

OUR PRODUCTS
Wireless supply oﬀers a vast array of the highest quality wireless components and cables in the industry.

Antennas - High quality, installation tested antenna products to meet the needs of the
demanding iDAS, oDAS and small cell applications.

Connectors and Adaptors -High quality and easy to install connectors including: N, 7/16
DIN, 4.1/9.5 mini DIN and 4.3/10. RF adapters are designed to make it easy to connect
diﬀerent connector types.

Passive Devices - High quality passive devices that are industry tested
and rated to work in the most demanding environments.

Filter Cable and Accessories - Armored ﬁber cable for indoor and
outdoor use including:
HIGHER STANDARDS:
Our unique approach to business is continually raising the industry bar when it comes to customer
service. We encourage customers to communicate to us how they need a product to perform, even if that
product is not yet on the market. This means that instead of setting out to solve an industry-wide issue,
we work toward solving the need of each individual customer. Invariably, these custom solutions solve
industry-wide problems faced by most wireless communication companies. In short, we design speciﬁc
solutions for general problems, instead of general solutions for speciﬁc problems, because we listen to our
customers, react to their needs, and build the equipment they need to solve challenges.
SUPERIOR QUALITY:
While some companies settle for mediocrity, Wireless Supply
demands excellence from every product we build. Our
company was founded by a group of engineers intent on
manufacturing the highest quality in-building, DAS and small
cell solutions in the world. In today's market you can’t aﬀord
not to install anything less than superior quality equipment.
Not only do carriers demand it, but quality products from
Wireless Supply will keep your company from spending
valuable time and money replacing low-quality products
troubleshooting highly frustrating issues.
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- Fiber Jumper Assemblies
- Fiber Pigtails
- Fiber Housings
- Fiber Connector Panels

Installation Tools and Supplies - Everything from tape, cable ties, cable tie mounts, connector torque
wrenches, ﬁber testing tools, and ﬁber cleaning pens. Wireless Supply oﬀers a vast array of installation
tools and supplies

Low PIM Jumper Assemblies - High quality, Low PIM jumper
assemblies available in several diﬀerent lengths and connector
combinations. Each assembly is tested and test results recorded for
veriﬁcation of PIM results.

RF Cable - Cable is the most utilized component in wireless systems. Wireless
Supply oﬀers a wide range of options for your cable needs including low loss
ﬂexible and super-ﬂexible as well as plenum rated cables. The plenum cables
are available in white, red, or blue jacket, depending upon your application.
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